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Can you fold the best recipe?
Only the chefs with the quickest hands and cleverest strategy can be the best!
Will you be the most famous chef in town?

4 Recipe Cloths 22 Basic Order Cards 20 Advanced Order Cards 

Includes: 

Overview
Your goal is to cook recipes the fastest, based on the Order Cards. When 
the Order Card is revealed, everyone starts cooking at the same time.

In order to cook the Order, each player takes their individual Recipe Cloth 
and folds it in such a way that it only shows the items displayed on the Card.

When you finish cooking an Order, quickly grab a Fold-It Token.  When 
there are no more Fold-It Tokens remaining, the round is over. If you made 
the wrong Order or did not grab a Fold-It Token because you were the last 
to finish, you have to discard one of your three Star Tokens. 

Once a player loses all three of their Star Tokens, they’re out of the game.  
Be the last player left with Star Tokens and – YOU WIN!

Game Rules

Front Back Front Back

3 Fold-It Tokens 12 Star 
Tokens



Setup
   Each player takes a Recipe Cloth and places it in front of  

them, unfolded. 

  Each player takes 3 Star Tokens. 

   Choose one of the two Order Card types (red or blue), shuffle the 

deck, and place it face down in the middle of the table.

Note   We recommend starting with the blue Order Cards, which are 
simpler. After you feel you’ve mastered the Basic Order Cards, 
try the red Advanced Order Cards. For a mix of difficulty levels, 
combine both card decks and shuffle them together! 

   Place the Fold-It Tokens scattered in the middle of the table. There 
should be one fewer tokens than the number of players. 

Play
1     The player who most recently cooked a dish flips over the card at the 

top of the deck for all to see.  

2     Everyone looks at the Order Card and immediately begins folding 
their Recipe Cloth to match the Order. 

           Completing an Order means only dishes from the Order are 
showing on your Recipe Cloth.

          The arrangement of dishes on your Recipe Cloth does not  
need to match the Order Card, so long as the dishes displayed 
are the same.

          Players may only fold the cloth along the clear vertical and 
horizontal lines between dishes.

 Note   The pictures of dishes are the same on both sides of the cloth.
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3    As soon as a player completes an Order, they can grab a Fold-It 
Token. Players should keep the Fold-It Tokens in front of them so 
everyone knows they completed an Order.

4    When there are no more Fold-It Tokens remaining, the round is over. 
Since there is one fewer Fold-It Token than the number of players, 
the last player to complete the Order won’t be able to grab one. This 
player must discard one of their three Star Tokens from the game. 

5    Verify that each completed Recipe Cloth matches the Order Card.  
If a player with a Fold-It Token made the wrong Order, they must 

also discard one of their three Star Tokens from the game. 

6    All players return their Fold-It Tokens to the middle of the table and  
prepare for the next round.

7    The player who was last to complete their Order flips over the next 
Order Card to start a new round of cooking! Play continues as  
previously described.

8    Once a player loses all three of their Star Tokens, they’re out of 
the game. When this happens, remove one Fold-It Token from the 
middle of the table so that there is still one fewer Fold-It Token than 
the number of players.

9    If you’re the last player with a Star Token – YOU WIN!
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